Deglobalization Raises the Value of Geographic Diversification

Differences in macro conditions and the corresponding policy responses and market action are as large as they have been in 40 years. This highlights the importance and potential of geographic diversification for investors.
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It’s been a long time since geographic diversification has been as important as it is today. From the 1980s through the mid-2010s, increasing global trade and capital flows caused global markets to be increasingly correlated, reducing the value of global diversification. In 2015, the de-linking of the RMB from the dollar was the first turning point in this condition. The combination of the size of the Chinese economy—and the newfound independence in monetary policy that de-linking allowed—meant that China and other locally impacted economies would now be less correlated to Western developed markets.

Then in 2020, the pandemic and opposite policy responses sent economies and ultimately their inflation rates in opposite directions, which is now sending their monetary policies in opposite directions. And even within Western markets where conditions have been more similar, easier fiscal policy in Europe and more forceful monetary tightening in the United States are setting up more divergent future conditions. Other forms of deglobalization will add to these effects. You couldn’t ask for a better set of conditions for geographic diversification.

As an illustration of just how large geographic differences have become, we show an index below of the average size of differentials in growth and inflation between economies. After spiking during the pandemic to the highest levels in the post-war period, economic differences have continued to stay elevated around the high levels of the ’80s and early ’90s. This is leading to very different policy responses, which are now causing discount rates and risk premiums across markets to diverge as well.

The analysis above is based on the All Weather Lens, which is an analytical approach to assess the behavior of the major drivers of asset performance and their impact on markets during any given period, based on Bridgewater’s understanding of global financial markets. Information shown is the result of analyses of actual and simulated market data.
Another illustration of how different geographic conditions have become is the degree of divergences between the major economic blocs over the past month amid the banking crisis. While the day-to-day moves have been somewhat correlated, the magnitude of the market response has shown clear differentiation across regions based on how exposed they are to the US banking system crisis and the degree to which policy makers had previously tightened liquidity, rather than indiscriminate global crisis market action. This is most clearly shown in how bank equities have performed and in how the market expectations of discounted tightening have changed since the start of the banking crisis across North America, Europe, and Asia, as illustrated in the charts below. North American bank equities are down about 25% while European bank equities are down about 15%. Market discounting of monetary policy is pricing in about 75bps lower rates in North America and about 50bps lower in Europe compared to before the crisis. Asian markets have barely budged.

**Region Weights**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>United States (90%), Canada (10%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Eurozone (70%), United Kingdom (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>China (60%), Japan (30%), Australia (10%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zooming out and looking at the past year since the onset of the global tightening cycle, differences in discounted growth, discounted inflation, discount rates, and risk premiums have been very large between the Western blocs and Asia. And while the discounting has been correlated between North America and Europe, the magnitudes of the changes have been quite different, especially in discounted inflation and changes in risk premiums.

The analysis in the chart panel above is based on the All Weather Lens, which is an analytical approach to assess the behavior of the major drivers of asset performance and their impact on markets during any given period, based on Bridgewater’s understanding of global financial markets. Information shown is the result of analyses of actual and simulated market data.
Are these divergences likely to persist? Structurally, the rising independence of Europe and Asia (with China at its center) as economic blocs with their own monetary policies makes that highly likely. Whereas in the past the US dominated globalized economic and capital flows and the business cycles were more aligned, today each bloc is in a different cyclical position due to its response to the pandemic. And these cyclical differences are being compounded by today’s policy decisions and how that will influence future conditions.

As shown below, the public health and reflationary fiscal policies during the pandemic were dramatically different across the different blocs, setting very different cyclical positions today. North America—in particular the United States—responded with two rounds of massive fiscal stimulus and moderate lockdowns that were relaxed earlier. Europe initially saw some of the most stringent lockdowns, paired with a large fiscal stimulus, but nowhere near the magnitude of what was done in the United States. And Asia saw a totally different response, in particular in China, which at first had a very controlled reopening and strong recovery that it tightened into to constrain excesses in the real estate sector. This sector then collapsed last year during the stringent lockdowns in response to Omicron, during which there was minimal offsetting fiscal stimulus.

These policy responses resulted in very different recoveries and inflation rates that are now being met with different policy responses. This will drive future conditions to be even more divergent. North America saw the rise in inflation occur first, and as a result, the Fed tightened monetary policy sooner and more aggressively than everywhere else. Europe has lagged behind North America by several months and is discounted to have further to go in its tightening cycle. European fiscal policy has also been more stimulative over the past year as policy makers responded to rising energy prices with subsidies. More recently, China has both ended its zero-COVID lockdowns and shifted toward easing in order to stimulate a weak economy.
Differences in conditions and policies have led to divergent market outcomes. North American assets saw both the most rapid gains coming out of COVID and the steepest sell-off over the past year in the face of historic Fed tightening. European assets lagged during 2020 and 2021 but have now largely closed the gap with North American markets, with European equities in particular being resilient over the past year. Asian equities have underperformed other markets since 2021, while Asian bond markets have been flat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equity Returns</th>
<th>Bond Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Where shown, the All Weather Lens is an analytical approach to assess the behavior of the major drivers of asset performance and their impact on markets during any given period, based on Bridgewater’s understanding of global financial markets. Information shown is the result of analyses of actual and simulated market data.